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PRICES & OPERATING TIMES
Opening Hours
daily from 9.30am to 7pm.

Minis
up to 100 cm

Kids
from 101 cm

Parents

1 hour

5.30

8.30

3.50

Extension
1 hour card
(per 1/2 hour commenced)

2.40

3.60

1.70

2 hours

8.20

12.90

5.80

Extension
2 hours card
(per 1/2 hour commenced)

1.30

1.70

0.80

Depot chip wristband*

5.00

5.00

5.00

Socks (Socks duty on the
entire playground!)

3.00

3.00

5.00

All fares in Euro including VAT – fares subject to change.
*Price plus wrist band deposit.
Minis: up to a height of 100 cm (app. 3 years old)
Kids: from a height of 101 cm (app. 4 years and more)
Parents: accompanying parents or guardians (guardians 18 years and more)
It is compulsory to wear socks in all the play and climbing areas.
Free hire of climbing shoes.
Subject to modifications!

Seilbahn Komperdell GmbH
Dorfbahnstraße 75 . A-6534 Serfaus
Tel. +43/5476/6203 . info@skiserfaus.at
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INDOOR PLAYGROUND
PLAYIN.
SUMMER 2022.

WE ARE FAMILY.®

RULES.
Dear guests!
By purchasing a ticket or by redeeming one of our vouchers, you accept
the rules and the general terms and conditions of Seilbahn Komperdell
GmbH (operator) for PLAYIN Serfaus.
Laser World.
An interactive laser game with various different levels. Skill is required
to snake around the laser beams.

Socks only may be worn in the play & climbing areas.

Remove
jewellery and items of clothing with strings or bands. If you
wear glasses, please take care!
In the play & climbing areas, please do not eat or drink, including
chewing gum.
Look out for each other and be careful.
Parents or guardians are liable for their children.
	
We do not provide any care for the children. Only the accompanying
persons are responsible for supervising their children.
For safety reasons, the entire facility is under video surveillance.
For the children’s sake, smoking is prohibited in the entire PLAYIN area.
Pets are not allowed.

Indoor Climbing Paradise.
Here, climbing becomes an experience. 12 different climbing walls or
lines such as Vulcano, Speed Competition Line, Spider Web, Geometrix
Lines (two free-standing towers) are available, and much more. Free
climbing shoes rental.

Play Wall.
An interactive, digital play wall that can be used in twos or alone. Classic
games like Connect Four and Memory are double the fun here. It can be
played on two levels, so that the youngest guests can also join in.

Children are only permitted to enter if accompanied by adults.
Unaccompanied children from the age of 8 require a declaration of
consent from their parents.
In the event of loss of the wristband, the calculation of the fee is made
on the basis of the maximum possible length of stay on this day – up to
the time of leaving the facility – plus € 5.00 for the chip.
	
The operator shall assume no liability for damage that the child (the
user) causes to himself/herself, the play & climbing areas or other persons while he/she is at PLAYIN Serfaus.
	
The operator shall not be liable for damage – with the exception of
personal injuries – if the damage is not the result of intentional or grossly negligent conduct on the part of the operator, his/her legal representatives or their vicarious agents and the conduct causing the damage does not concern the main duties affecting the operator from the
concluded contract. This exclusion of liability shall not apply for completely unforeseeable or atypical damage that the child or his/her legal
representative could not have expected.

Soft Play Area.
The area extends over 6 floors with everything children could ever
desire! Ball pools, ramps, tube slides, revolving doors, roller presses,
portholes, balance beams, climbing hills, a trampoline, ball sluice, climbing pipe, climbing net, and much more.

Boulder Raum.
The Boulder Room is all about solving a task in parallel to climbing.
More precisely, a ball must be moved from A through the entire room
to B. And the cool thing about it is that you’ll feel like you’re in a chemistry laboratory!

Subject to modifications.

